Turn a plain photo storage box into a **Christmas wrap extraordinaire**.
And believe it or not, you can pass on traditional wrapping paper—without skimping on style!

**it's a wrap**
{CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS free FROM HOBBY LOBBY}
So Chevron
Want to do Christmas totally on trend? One word: chevron. We made modern magic with printed burlap ribbon, a cool designer tag and quirky deco tubing.

Merry Maker:
Make layered ribbons stay put with adhesive dots.

Frosted Flakes
Paper punches and baker’s twine made a pretty garland for this snowbound gift box. We held the components together with adhesive dots.

Merry Maker:
Use glitter paper to create snow-like glimmer.

On an Angle
Merry goes modern when you stencil close-knit triangles onto your gift box. Add some acrylic paint, a glitter outline and it all takes shape.

Merry Maker:
To make the outline, apply double-sided adhesive tape to the edges, and then dust with glitter.
Cozy Posy
Some glimmer, some glamour, and a sweet little doily—that’s some kinda gorgeous, especially when you top it all off with some Christmassy floral picks and satin ribbon.

Merry Maker:
Place the doilies on the box and spray away.

Getting Spriggy
Spin a Christmas yarn to create this flora-meets-fibers gift box. And add some snowy white scalloped trim to round out the design.

Merry Maker:
Use alphabet stickers to add names on your tag.

Quite Stripe
Perfect stripes can sweeten up a plain brown box in a holly jolly jiffy. Just apply double-sided adhesive, and then dust with extra-fine glitter.

Merry Maker:
Use two widths of adhesive for a candy-worthy design.
Fa-La-La Flags
Little pennant banners are a big deal this season. So it’s a good thing we sell the flags ready to go! Just deck them with alphabet stickers and coordinating twine.

Merry Maker:
Add ink to the edges of the flags.

Rosy Ribbons
Lotsa ribbon makes for a very merry presentation—we know that for sure. Add in some silly mesh cord, and well, the jolly just goes on forever.

Merry Maker:
Spiral some ribbon into a simple rosette.